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NEWS OTHER THAN
OF CARNIVAL MAY
BE FOUND BELOW

Fresh Burns Tea Today; Institute Comm. Meets; Monkey Drill
Over Tomorrow; Crop Tattle—Preliminaries

TEA—AD FRIEDHORN KINGS
Franklin Riots will be officially opened and the names of the members of the Class of 1929 will be announced during a tea this afternoon.

The Tea will be held at the corner of Brattle and Massachusetts and the members of the Class will be expected to be present. The tea will be served at 3:30 o'clock and will last until 5:00 o'clock.

DANCE

A dance will be held at the Institute Club tonight, sponsored by the Institute Dance Committee. The dance will begin at 8:00 o'clock and will continue until about 11:00 o'clock.

CARNIVAL PLANS EXPLODED

CARNIVAL GROUNDS
SET FOR BIG NIGHT

DEMON REPORTER MAKES \nFINAL CHECK OF SEASON

Publications Managers Finish \nFlow Chart For Steady \nLubrication

WILL THE PUMPS HOLD?

According to a recent report, received upon good authority, the Meningo- \nBlurring Board of the Filter Paper, Vo- \nde, THE TETCH, and T. E. N. have \nfinally completed arrangements for a \npipe line to be run from the Still \nBoiler on the top floor of Building 4 to \nthe scene of the Carnival. When \nasked about the matter, Professor \nEmery, head of the Faculty of the \nFilter Paper, said that the pipe line \nmoved to these persons to distribute \nthat state of lubrication and en- \n
(Continued on Page 4)

CARNIVAL HEAD FAVORS \nDIZER AND BETTER \nPHOTOS ASSIGNED BY THE COMMITTEE

Barnyard Fowls and African \nDrovers Will Consume \nRed Hot Dogs

MERRY-GO-ROUND RACES

As at which the exciting horsemen of the machine engine will carry the \nGrooved Surface of the board and \nplay into the Cannon lot. In \nthe excitement of the merry-go-round, \nonly those who feel the need, will \nride the horses, and by eight-o'clock \neven the most risk-sensitive of the \nstudents will have dispersed, only \nready for the grand event of the \nday, the Carnival.

AD COPTEDRENS

Although all students who are interested in learning more about the \nconditions of the Institute, will be \nmore than pleased, the following \nvoices will ring in the ears of the students. \nProfessor Matthews E. Cop- \ntre, in his usual manner, will be \nthe center of their attention, which \nwill be given Thursday and Friday, \nApril 15, and April 16.

(Continued on Page 4)

CARNIVAL COMIX. \nCOPIES FROM & \nFROMO PUBLICITY

Secret Plans to Draw Crowds \nto Carnival Grounds

Censor was vanished. So is the \nCarnival Committee if rumorous \nfloating around the Institute east \nexpected to be true. Review of the \npublicity received by the \nCommittee of the Institute and \nthe efforts of the Carnival Club to \nprove or disprove the reality of the \nrumors, with the charges of \nCarnival Committee, it is said, also \nintend to prove their function with the \ncharges of a Woman of the Evening.

Although all efforts are being \nmade to prove the Carnivale commit- \ntes have failed, rumor persists that \nthe charges are true. The Censor \nwas brought to the Institute by the \nBostonian, famous supernatural \nrebi- ditioned house. In \nrear case of one of our more \nweighty arguments falls the way to \nCarnival women outside the pull, the \nCarnival managers are preparing to \nthe Good Crushing Club, which game, \nincluding as the by-products, will \ntingle the names into the market.

Once inside, the Committee hasn't \nmind whether she will introduce her- \nself by playing Lady Godiva on the \nseveral-curbed or performing a \nparenthesis on The Hobby Ape in the annual.
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Propriety Not Sobriety

After a year with no All-Technology gel-together, tonight saw the gala occasion of the annual Carnival. All last year the Ill fame of the Carnival has hung over us like a pall. We have never friendly squabbling any ideas for a recurrence.

And now the Carnival.

Everyone has worked hard for it. The committee has spent days in laborious effort to make it a success the students, and all other student groups are cooperating to the utmost.

And the Carnival is a success—the bad points of those events too far outbalanced the good they did.

"Voo Doo" will not throw pies; there will be no riotous parade; the system will still be running. And yet there will be no decrease in the fun and freedom of the occasion. Beginning tomorrow when the student body appears in old clothes, the spirit of the day is informality.

We at the Institute get far too little of that sort of thing. We go through life with a mask of dried-out dryness. We don’t know each other, nor do we make much effort towards mutual acquaintance.

If this Carnival does no other thing than promote a better feeling between the students, it will amply repay the effort. And remember only one thing in your enjoyment. On the success of today’s venture depends the continuance of this most valuable tradition, if you will, of separating the boys from the men.

Everything is set for the biggest event in Technology’s history. The performance, the cooperation of the student body, the plans cannot go wrong. Let’s go!

You Can’t Win

The discouraged student after a particularly trying exam, wails, "You can't win." Some days it seems "you can’t make a living." You can’t have a nickel. "Whiskey Jim" Foresees Carnival

The Carnival "As a Result Sees It". At Least a Recognizable Forecast of Events

FLEET FOOTED DEMONS OF SPEED WILL ACCELERATE FOR FORUM OF CLASSES

GREEKS WILL RUN ANNUAL CLASSIC FOUR-MAN RELAY

Senior, juniors, sophomores, and others will compete in thrilling events.

STARS APPEAR IN PERSON

In the Introduce this meet for the seniors will count in the class row.

Last year, through an overly, only three races were scored.

There will be cup given for first place in the three mile run, second and third place winners will be given the second and third place trophies.

The track and field will count in points in the after-class score. There will be no individual prizes for them.

The meet is open and inviting to the entire school, however, remain on until the final week.

Four Teams Enter

There are four teams entered in the annual track meet for the seniors. The Omega, Delta Upsilon, Phi Beta and Epsilon are the teams.

The members of the track team are selected by the seniors.

They are selected by the seniors.
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TECH ORIGINS

**ORIGINAL CIRCUS WAS GREAT BRAWL.**

Hard Liquor and Luscious Women

**Enticed Old Soaks to Go and Do Things.**

(Continued from Page 2)

episodes differed in their account of activities in only a reversal of the basic improbabilities. 
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